
Deliver More Product in Less Time — with Greater Insight
Businesses in the food and beverage industry must be flexible and efficient at every stage of operations to 
cope with ever-changing market demands and increased competition. Delivering on-time and satisfying 
customers is paramount. Geotab’s fleet management solutions help you protect product quality, comply 
to food safety standards, and maintain the traceability of goods throughout the supply chain.

Food &  
Beverage
Fleet Management Solutions

The Geotab Advantage
+  Ensure timely deliveries with scheduling and  

route optimisation.

+  Maximise fuel efficiency with real-time monitoring  
and detailed reports.

+  Ensure food safety during transport with  
temperature monitoring.

+  Schedule maintenance to prevent costly  
vehicle downtime.

+  Improve driver safety with in-vehicle coaching.



Reliable, Scalable & Secured 

Improve Driver Safety

+ Risk & safety reports

+  In-vehicle, proactive coaching with 
customised messaging

+ Accident notifications

+ Seat belt use detection

+  Safety alerts: driving in reverse,  
harsh braking and cornering and more

Manage Compliance

+  Vehicle inspections for safety 
(Duty of Care)

+  Reduce paperwork

+  UNI EN 12830:2001

+ Good Distribution Practice (GDP)

Geotab GO7 Telematics Device 
+ Fast GPS acquisition time
+ Captures rich, second-by-second data
+ Accurate engine diagnostics

+ Self-calibrating accelerometer

Expandability

+ IOX technology & Add-Ons

+  SDK, API integration,  
& Add-Ins

+  Temperature and weight 
tracking with partner solutions

+ Accelerate accounts receivable

+ Driver ID

Optimise Fleets &  
Cut Fuel Costs

+ Improve fuel economy

+  Lower CO2 emissions

+ Decrease idling

+  Reduce speeding

+ Engine diagnostics

+ Plan preventative maintenance 

Enhance Productivity & Customer 
Service Time

+  View vehicles on a map in real-time with 
breadcrumb trail detail

+  Create exception rules to improve driver productivity

+ Report on trips and activities

+  Dispatch and message drivers dynamically  
(2-way messaging) 

+ Optimise routes

Scalable to all fleet sizes

Multilingual

Customisable dashboards

Globalised solutions

Fully-expandable integration: vision- 
based advanced driver assistance  
systems, temperature monitoring, etc.

Big Data for Business Intelligence

Secured storage in European data centre Geotab.com/marketplace

Food & Beverage

Open Platform Fleet Management Solutions

http://www.geotab.com/marketplace

